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IN DEVELOPMENT

TWO-FACE 
1X70’ 
Summer 1940. The German army dominates Luxemburg. Franz von Hoyningen, a German baron 
who has been living there since his wedding to Mia de la Fontaine in 1922, is chosen by the invad-
ers to distribute authorizations to leave the country. 

Despite his belonging to the Nazi Party and to an antisemitic movement, Hoyningen uses his 
new position to help those hated by his peers: the Jews. With the assistance of Chief Rabbi Rob-
ert Serebrenik, Hoyningen facilitates the organization of humanitarian trips to Portugal and the 
United States. This documentary aims to understand why the Nazi baron helped hundreds of Jews 
flee to the US.



OPERATION MOSES
1X70’ 
In 1984, Georges Gutelman leads the Belgian airline company Trans European Airways. One day, the 
Mossad gets in touch with him. They want him to take part in a secret operation that aims to save as 
large a number as possible of Ethiopian Jews, who are dying in Sudanese refugee camps.

Georges Gutelman himself escaped the Shoah as a child. He immediately agrees to undertake the hu-
manitarian mission, which starts in November 1984. With his own plane and his entire crew, Gutel-
man saves nearly 7,300 refugees. 

For the first time since the events, this documentary explores the backroom of Operation Moses. Our 
journalists consulted declassified documents and talked with direct witnesses of the rescue. This book 
sends the reader back in time to discover the 1980s geopolitical situation, but above all, it pays tribute 
to the heroic effort of the businessman Georges Gutelman.

IN DEVELOPMENT



IN DEVELOPMENT

THE LEWKOWITZ MYSTERY 
1X70’ 
During the Second World War, Louise Lewkowitz, a young girl from the Belgian town of 
Charleroi, is taken in by a couple who will protect her from the Nazis. But when Louise turns 
twelve, her secret life comes to an end. The teenage girl must embrace her true identity with only 
one piece of information: “Your mother will never come back for you.”



FRANÇOIS BESSE
1X 67 - 2022 
On July 26, 1979, a dangerous culprit escapes from the Palace of Justice in Brussels. His name: 
François Besse, the accomplice of the infamous French criminal Jacques Mesrine. More than 40 years 
after the events, François Besse opens up about his numerous escapes and his life as a runaway. For 
three decades, he was able to hide in France, Spain, Italy and in the United Kingdom. His exclusive 
testimony punctuated by reconstructions will let you know everything about his extraordinary life.

CRIME



THE DIABOLIC LOVERS 
1X 70 – 2021 
Marc is enjoying a honeymoon in Corsica with his bride Aurore. One night, he loses control of 
his car. The groom is instantly killed while his wife is slightly injured. As the Corsican police con-
cludes to an accidental death, the parents of the victim discover puzzling information about their 
daughter-in-law. On their request, Belgian detectives restart the investigation and learn that Marc 
had taken out a life insurance not long before his death. This discovery triggers a manhunt to find 
the widow and her lover, who both fled to Miami.

CRIME



THE CCC ATTACKS
1X 70 – 2021 
October 2, 1984. A massive explosion has woken up the citizens of Brussels. It’s a terrorist attack 
claimed by the “CCC”, an unknown group at the time. This attack is the first of a long series that will 
keep the Belgians on their toes for more than a year. Thanks to reconstructions and exclusive testi-
monies, this documentary follows the frantic hunt launched by the police to seize the members of the 
terrorist group, who carried out nearly thirty attacks.

CRIME



HITLER IN BELGIUM
2020 - 1X70
This documentary traces Hitler’s unknown stay in Belgium during the two world wars.

Numerous reconstructions illustrate his passage through Belgian cities as a young soldier in 1914-18 
and as Fürher in 1940. Discover Hitler’s secret HQ installed near Couvin to supervise the invasion of 
France in June 1940. On this site, two bunkers are built to provide the safety of the Nazi leader in case 
of an against possible aerial attack. These two remains are still visible today. In Brussels, Hitler was fas-
cinated by the architecture of the courthouse built by Joseph Poelaert. In Ypres, the Führer poses with 
his generals in front of the Allied monument built after the First World War.

HISTORY







THE HOSTAGE TAKING OF TILFF 
1X 52’ - 2019 
On Saturday, September 16, 1989, a French gangster penetrates heavily armed into the villa of a 
director of a bank in Tilff (Belgium).
The banker, his wife and and their two daughters are in the house. 
The objective of the three criminals is to take the director by force to the bank and empty the 
bank vaults. 
The gangsters didn’t know that the bank’s security department automatically notifies the police if 
the safes are opened during the week-end.
The gangsters change their minds and decide to stay in the house until monday. Then begins the 
longest hostage situation. On sunday, the Bank director takes advantage of the noise of a passing 
train to escape through the window. His wife and two daughters are still being held captive inside 
the house.
A long and complicated negotiation then begins between the police and the gangsters.

CRIME



THE MAD KILLER OF MOUSCRON
1X 52’ - 2019
August 1992. The citizens of the town of Mouscron are paralyzed by fear. A young man walks through 
the streets and assaults bystanders by shooting at close range.

Under pressure, the authorities work tirelessly to resolve this particular case. Only the weapon and the 
modus operandi bind the different crimes together. The motive remains untraceable.

It is the arrival of a letter to the police station signed by the killer that will relaunch the investigation 
and lead the authorities to the home of Arnaud Degezelle, a 17-year-old teenager.

His nonchalance in the face of the seriousness of his acts stunned an entire country. His intentions 
were motivated only by the desire to kill. His murderous madness will cause injuries to three people 
and kill a teenager as young as 17, David Matton.

CRIME



CRIME

THE PATRICK HAEMERS’ HUNT 
1X65’ - 2019
This documentary looks back at the incredible escape of Patrick Haemers, a Belgian robber who 
has become public enemy number one in the 1980s. In august 1987, Haemers manages to escape 
from prison during a transfer. Then began an international hunt. The man is tracked down by all 
the country’s police forces. Haemers moves to South America with his wife and son, with false 
passports. He regularly returns to Belgium to commit robberies. Through archives, reconstruc-
tions and interviews with the main actors of this manhunt, this documentary tells the incredible 
story of the escape of Patrick Haemers.



THE MURDER OF JOE VAN HOLSBEECK
1X 52’ - 2019
On April 2006 the 12th, Joe Van Holsbeek was killed with several stab wounds, in the middle of 
Brussels train station. The teenager was seventeen years old. The aggression took place at the height 
of the rush hour and the media took over the case very quickly. A wave of considerable emotion 
swept across the country. Investigators immediately deployed significant resources to find the two 
individuals. This highly publicized hunt kept the Belgians in suspense for several weeks and sparked 
debates about security and juvenile delinquency.

CRIME



THE MYSTERIOUS RAPIST OF 
THE SAMBRE 
1X 52’ - 2020
For almost thirty years, dozens of women were sexually assaulted at the Franco-Belgian border 
near the river La Sambre.

The first assault took place in 1988, but the investigation into a single, repetitive assailant did not 
begin until 1996, after several similar assaults in the same area.
The criminal operates mainly in winter, early in the morning. He attacks the victims from behind. 
He is masked, wears gloves, ties their hands, sometimes uses a knife.
A photofit is made up but does not provide identification. DNA traces do not provide the investi-
gation to move forward. The mystery will last 30 years.

CRIME



DUTROUX, THE ESCAPE
1 X 45’ - 2018
Dutroux, The escape, is a documentary fiction that retraces the incredible escape of the Belgian 
public enemy No. 1 who alerts the Belgian, Luxembourg and the French police forces for more 
than 3 hours. This documentary reconstructs in detail the different sequences of the escape: From 
the escape from the Courthouse of Neufchâteau, to the arrest of the fugitive in Chiny’s woods and 
the unprecedented mobilization of Luxembourg police forces to prevent Dutroux from entering 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Dutroux will be found 3 hours later in a forest.

CRIME





BRUSSELS 58, THE NEW CAPITAL
1 X 70’ - 2018
60 years after the 1958 World’s Fair, this documentary recalls the incredible journey of three 
young Brussels entrepreneurs who grasped the opportunity presented by this event to launch new 
enterprises. Discover, in particular, how Aldo Vastapane became the king of “Belgian Sky Shops” 
thanks to the new Zaventem airport, which was built in support of the World Fair. 

HISTORY



BIOGRAPHY

JOHNNY HALLYDAY, THE WOUND 
OF A LIFETIME 
1 X 60’ - 2018
Born in 1943 in Paris, Jean-Philippe Smet is abandoned by his father at only 8 months of age. His 
mother entrusts him to his paternal aunt living in Paris. Soon, all the family is moving to London, 
and Jean-Philippe joins his cousins who are dancers on tour. Through reconstructions, archives 
and testimonies, Johnny, la blessure d’une vie » sheds a new light on his special bond with Belgium 
and the pain from his relationship with his family that will haunt him until the end of his life.



ENTERTAINMENT

GELUCK, 40 YEARS ONSCREEN
1 X 52’ - 2018
Philippe Geluck has a 40 year-long television career behind him. Though archives just as disconcert-
ing as funny, he has made his mark in the television world. On many occasions, he showed himself to 
be an unpredictable guest. Laurent Ruquier, Michel Drucker, Maureen Dor, Olivier Minne and many 
others reveal their best memories about Geluck.



VAN DE VELDE, A LINGERIE EMPIRE
1 X 40’ - 2016 
Marie-Jo, Prima Donna, Andres Sarda, …: these internationally recognised brands are all the prop-
erty of a Belgian family who have been working in lingerie for almost a century: Van de Velde.

It was during a trip to London in 1917 that the young Achiel Van de Velde, then an artisan clog 
maker, had a vision. He realised that women’s fashion was changing. The Belgian decided to begin 
producing corsets with the help of his wife. 

His chidren and grandchildren continued the adventure by launching and buying a number of 
lingerie brands. 

In the 2000s, the group acquired boutiques in Europe and the United States. Although it is now 
a global empire, the company has never moved its headquarters, which is still based in the little 
Belgian village of  Schellebelle.

BUSINESS STORY



ROMBOUTS, A PASSION FOR COFFEE
1X35’ - 2016
The history of the Rombouts company begins in 1896, when a young man from Antwerp, Frans 
Rombouts, a coffee enthusiast, met business man Alphonse Feys. Together they developped a cof-
fee that rapidly became a favourite in the brasseries and restaurants of the Antwerp region. 

But it wasn’t until 1958 that the company saw national, and even international success. At the Brus-
sels World Fair, Rombouts presented to the whole world his new invention, the individual plastic 
coffee filter. Over the following years millions of filters were sold in Belgium and across Europe.  

This success generated significant income, allowing the Belgian group to acquire the French coffee 
Malongo in 1967. 

Success Story has found the grandchildren and great grandchildren of founder Frans Rombouts, 
who speak passionately about the events that defined the life of this business over the last 120 years. 

BUSINESS STORY



BUSINESS STORY

SPA, LEGENDARY WATER 
1X40’ - 2016
Spa is first and foremost a celebrated mineral spring, with a reputation dating back to the Roman 
Empire. For centuries it has been called miracle water due to its therapeutic properties. Famous 
names have travelled from all over Europe to be treated there: Casanova, Russian tsar Peter the 
Great, Victor Hugo and of course the Belgian queen Marie-Henriette, who went on to give her 
name to a spring, and is the source of the name of “Spa Reine” water.

The Spa water story is also the story of a family business. Discover how Ernest du Bois took over 
the company in the 1920s. What difficulties did his successors encouter in trying to maintain the 
quality of the water? Relive the formidable history of the brand’s marketing with the Pierrot char-
acter in 1922,  and how controversy arose around nudity in a poster in the 1980s.

This documentary reveals the secrets of the Spa strategy that helped it to conquer the hearts of the 
Belgian  and Dutch people, and how it plans to keep its position as market leader in years to come.



SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
1 X 20’ - 2017
They are looking for comfort and luxury, but due to their profile they also need authenticity and 
discretion. Just like millions of other travellers, international stars move from one town to another 
for both work and pleasure. But where do they eat? And in which secret places do they seek refuge? 

To discover the answers to these questions and much more, take a look at this special programme 
devoted to the idyllic Belgian town of Spa. Hugh Laurie, Marion Cotillard, Michael Schumacher, 
Tom Jones and even Sting have already made Spa their safe retreat, so now it’s time to find out why. 

CITY



CNA – TELE LUXEMBOURG

LA COURSE AUX ÉTOILES – 1955 
36 X 25’
In “La course aux étoiles” two celebrities are rivals in a friendly contest, consisting in a series of 
challenges defined by Pierre Louis, the show host. With both humoristic and musical perfor-
mances, the two guests fight to raise the applause meter.



GEORGES DE CAUNES REÇOIT – 1967
23 X 27’ 
From 1967 to 1969, Georges de Caunes invites in his show several celebrities from the music and cin-
ema industry. Guests open up and reveal details about their memories, their childhoods and the early 
stages of their careers, in an intimate atmosphere.

CNA – TELE LUXEMBOURG



CHOIR TOUR IN AMERICA 
20 X 13’ - 1955
In 1955, a band of French choir members tours in the United States. The cameras follow their 
journey and discovery of American cities. This television program allows us to live the daily life of 
American people in 1955 and shows us the way the French view the American life.

CNA – TELE LUXEMBOURG



CINÉ-PARADE
14 X 13’ 
In the fifties, the French weekly journal Cinémonde presents Ciné-parade, a weekly show about the 
world of cinema. An opportunity for the actors and film directors to show their projects and learn 
more about the life of the big screen stars. 

CNA – TELE LUXEMBOURG



LES AVENTURES DE L’INSPECTEUR 
BLAISE – 1964 
25 X 26’
The inspector Blaise is a famous detective series broadcasted in France and Belgium in the sixties. 
While searching for the culprit, the inspector experiences a series of failure. However, he always 
manages to solve the case by the end of the episode. 

CNA – TELE LUXEMBOURG



SUR LE BANC – 1954
25 X 10’ 
Carmen and la Hurlette are a couple of tramps who have taken up residence in a bench on the Paris’s 
River Seine quayside. They meet there every day and lead a peaceful life, free of any major concerns… 
With Sur le banc (On the bench), the viewers feeling nostalgic about the famous series of the same 
name once broadcasted on TV Luxembourg, will be delighted to rediscover our two stars, Carmen and 
la Hurlette. 

CNA – TELE LUXEMBOURG
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